MODEL 12

Model 12
Gater Grapple Lok Blok Manipulator

The Lok Blok Manipulator gives the excavator operator complete control when loading, unloading, installing, or placing 4000 pound concrete lok bloks. The center mounted hook hydraulically opens and spring closes. When closed the hook mechanically locks onto the attaching point of the block the operator lowers the stabilizers. The operator can slew the lok blok from side to side, 45 degrees each way from center and rotate it a full, continuous 360 degrees. All functions have lock valves. All operations are performed by the operator with no outside help is needed, making for a much safer and more efficient workplace.

SPECIFICATIONS:

under load cannot be opened
360 degree continuous rotation
45 degrees tilt both ways
All functions have lock valves
Enables one operator to do all
Quick attach (optional)
Lifts up to 4000 lb blocks